
Hey INK-A-Holics!!! 
It's do or Die for all but two teams 

 

WWFFL INK© Week 14 EDITION 
 

UGBFKM: 
 

 The Falcons came back to win a game in which Matty Ice throws 3 int's in 5 pass 

attempts. That's just crazy and you have to question how good the Saints really are? 

Love the fact Drew Brees said injuries on Thursday are a direct result of Thursday night 

games. Maybe we can finally do away with these stupid games. Don't get me wrong I 

love the fact of an extra game to watch, but you give these guys no time to rest after 

play on Sunday. But that Falcon win really hurts the Packers and the biggest question 

is do you "rush" A Rodg back in week 15 if the playoff chances are really slim. 

 So I was thinking as I was pissing, a putrid asparagus piss in case you're wondering as 

we had asparagus in the pasta bar, about how many people work in my building. It's 

30 floors in downtown Milwaukee. At any given time is someone in the building either 

pissing or shitting I asked my own self? Every time I'm in there, which is a lot because I 

drink a lot of coffee and water, I hear a toilet flushing from above. Just think about the 

huge condo and apartment complexes and all the piss and shit and who knows what 

else being flushed down the toilet and when you think about where all that goes, 

besides Lake Michigan of course. Then I start thinking why the fuck don't we haven't 

we turned this shit into some type of fuel. Same goes for farm animal waste. Who 

remembers Mad Max? Anyway, I just thought it was a perfect UGB to think about in a 

building this size is there always at least one person taking care of their business every 

second of the day.  

 What is up with the wind?   

 New England and Minnesota have won 8 games in a row and Pittsburgh has won 7. 

Which team loses first? My money is on Minnesota. Granted much of that is because I 

want to see them crash and burn and while I would like them to lose ASAP in the 

playoffs it would be fun to have them lose at home in the NFC Championship game 

right when they are at the precipice to play the Super Bowl at home. I just figure at 

some point Case Keenum wakes up and realizes he's Case Keenum and not a true 

MVP candidate despite ESPN's thinking he is. Although having Thielen in another 

league for fantasy purposes I'd rather he awaken in week 17 and the playoffs. And 

even though the Vikings have the potential to play the first "home game" in Super Bowl 

history is it really a home game because while you will play in your own stadium your 

fans will not be there. Sure, it's a home game. I get it and I'm not supposed to type 

Super Bowl but fuck the NFL and that dumb ass Roger Goodell and his 200 million. I 

guaranfuckingtee you if it wasn't for fantasy football being so damn popular the NFL 



would be taking huge hits like the other sports that while they do have fantasy it is 

clearly not as popular as the NFL. I do think the NFL gets it.  

 I'm going to run something by you and want to know if you understand the correlation I 

am trying to make. We all put the money from the waiver wire, or transactions, into the 

trip kitty which is then used to buy food for the house. Some of us put in way more 

than others yet this is distributed evenly. Granted some of us may eat more than 

others but it's still one big pot of money that we all benefit from equally. It is ironic to 

me so many of you are so against anything socialist (except probably medicare & 

social security) yet when you think about it realistically the transaction kitty is 

undeniably socialist. You can argue we don't need to pick up players and donate that 

dollar but sometimes you have to due to injuries etc… So just for shits and giggles 

should we limit the amount of community food someone can eat based on their 

transaction donations for that year? Just for comparison Rob has donated $2 to the 

trip food fund this year, should we limit him to one piece of French toast, on piece of 

bacon, and a 1/4 cup of syrup all three mornings because he could only give $2? Just 

asking the question because it seems that many of you think this way in other benefits 

other than the trip food fund. You'll see more of this below but thanks to Kid, and me, 

for being the only two who have donated over $300 since the WWFFL was born. Trust 

me it'll be two years before anyone else breaks that threshold and by that time we'll be 

over $400. You're welcome for giving Todd and crew all that money to shop for all of us 

every year.         

 Weeks 12 and 13 have seen the highest scoring teams win and as such the lowest 

scoring teams lose. Basically that tells you that no one is lucking into wins or getting 

unlucky with losses when it matters the most. However, I am certain it won't happen 3 

weeks in a row.   

 Playoffs? Playoffs? Don't talk about PLAYOFFS? You kidding me? PLAYoffs? I;m just 

hoping we can win a game, another game. And you're sitting here talking about 

PLAYOFFS? PLAYOFFS?   

 It's been a really tough week. A really good guy, newer guy learning the ropes and 

struggling by himself in another office (in MKE we have a three person team), was just 

fired today and it just sucks. It's Thursday and I'm way behind on the INK, what else is 

new right? But it's tough because no one wants to lose a job this time of year and I feel 

for the guy. He tried but his boss didn't do what was needed to help him succeed and 

let him FLOUNDER in CHI while he did nothing but complain in MKE instead of fucking 

getting off his ass and going down there. But when you're selfish you don't think of that 

but yet worry about how it makes you look while you spend 6 hours a day browsing the 

internet and the other 2 watching bowling videos. I've offered countless times to travel 

to CHI to show him the ropes but of course the BIG Selfish wouldn't have that because 

he'd have to work because I'm not around to do all the work.     

 Saints RB's Ingram and Kamara are ranked 3rd and 4th in WWFFL scoring. Clearly a 

very successful RB timeshare which you don't expect because usually it's the opposite 

but not in this case.  



 By the way Fuck You Julio Jones and your 50 points costing me a legit shot at the 

playoffs and beating me in two leagues and I'm sure those that have you and started 

you in week 13 they say FU for you wonderful 4 points.  

 PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS: I got two--honestly #1 might be a repeat but so be 

it, it's gotta be said; and sure #2 might just be mine personal issue but it's gotta come 

up with some of you sometime. 1) Sometimes when you're in the shitter you need to 

use a courtesy flush. Sometimes its cause the terd is too big if you don't break it 

halfway out and other times it’s because the stench is gawd gagging awful. Yes, it's so 

awful it spreads on the floor, if you're in a building, or in the house, or rented house on 

the trip, where a courtesy flush could cut that awful smell in half. Granted some toilets 

are auto-flush or flush with such force you get sprayed if you're sitting on the toilet, but 

give it a go. 2) Compact car parking assigned spots is for compact CARS only. I don't 

give a fuck if you think your Lexus SUV is a compact SUV, because I guaranfuckingtee 

you are not calling it that to anyone else that asks you, stay the fuck out of the 

compact designated car parking stall. You make it impossible to turn the corners 

properly to allow for proper entry and exit traffic flow because you stick out to damn 

far. Just simply drive a little farther up the structure. I bet you're also getting as close to 

the elevator as possible so you don't have to walk as far but yet you are going to the 

WAC anyway. The WAC is Wisconsin Athletic Club which means these people are going 

to work out hence making the concern of walking fewer steps mind boggling to me.  

 I'm so sick of choking while attempting to shoot 300. First 10 last night, great release, 

great speed, felt great, ball never came up. 289. Please don't take this as I'm not 

better than you because I am but I'm tired of being the guy that people are shocked I 

don’t have a 300 or to say, you'll get it. Maybe I don't want it. Okay, pity session is over.  

 We're fans of Ed Sheeran here at HQ's.  

 Hard to believe there's only 3 weeks left, including this one, in the WWFFL season.  

 

WWFFL INK© info: 
Who's got a computer with a 3.5 inch disk drive?      
The WWFFL INK has booked the Bearclaw cabin. See the message board 

for your payment details.        

                 

A look around the WWFFL: 
 

We'll keep what Jimmy started and see if we can't add to it to have a 

little fun. I want to take a look at the draft and see where each team is at 

with their first 6 to 8 picks, we'll see how it goes. I'll just list players name 

and position rank or just call them doodoo as in a fucking piece of shit that 

won't flush regardless of how much you try. I've preached your team is made 

in rounds 3 or 4 to 7 or 8. Guys you draft in the 1st and 2nd need to live up 



to expectations or you're fucked but it's the depth you build and I'll just say 

the remainder of your starting lineup and 1 or 2 bench guys to perform 

during bye weeks. 

Legion of Doom(11-1)#1 in PF-LoD judiciously uses the waiver wire 

because they draft so damn good and typically players available on the waiver 

are not as good as those on the team. I do not count kickers and return 

team/dee's. Let's take a look and y'all see why LoD is 11-1, ready to break 

the record for best record and win a 7th ring. Yeah, you read that right, a 

2nd ring. His only draft mistake was Dez and was that really a mistake? LoD 

makes a killing on drafting guys that slumped the previous, are young and 

talented, year that we all forget about or have on our little DND(Do not 

draft) cause they killed us so please pay special attention to round 3 and 5. 

To give you a comical look at PF and PA, LoD leads in both talk about your 

double trouble, Jeezus. 1.3-LeVeon-#2, 2.8-Dez-#23, 3.3-Gurley-#1, 

4.8-ARobinson-OUCH, 5.3-Hopkins-#2, 6.8-CJANderson-#27, 7.3-

Abdullah-#25, best pick and difference maker 17.3-Thielen-#4. 

Freedom Fighters(8-4)-Go Freedom Fighters is sweating making the 

playoffs and with 4 teams at 6-6 they just need one win and they're in. 

Then anything can happen and they could go from 2nd worst to first. They 

had a solid draft but the question remains will the old guys hold out for 16 

games. They face the Red Division in the last two games and with the rivalry 

game against High Rollers next and finishing against a hard charging 

Godfather anything can happen and if they finish 8-6 it comes down to 

tiebreakers. 1.9-Jordy-#37, 2.2-Brady-#3, 3.9-Kelce-#1, 4.2-LMiller-

#12, 5.9-MLynch-#31, 6.2-DParker-WAIVED, 7.9-SWatkins-WAIVED-

Terd, 8.2-Fitzie-#6--Best FF pick in the draft 8.2 Fitzie. 

FLOUNDER(6-6)-How can I not reference FLOUNDER floundering @ 6-

6 and like the entire Black division not wanting to take control and put it 

away. Has BY FAR the easiest schedule of the Black division teams with 

games against the Black division starting with the Big HURT and finishing with 

MIT. Looking to become the 3rd repeat champ they are the favorite right 

now to come out of the Black division which would mean a showdown with the 

Fighters in the playoffs as it stands now and as we all know anything can and 

will happen in the playoffs. 9th in points scored and 2nd in points allowed, 

they get it done with great/smart QB play and amazing defense. 1.2-ARodg-

IR, 2.9-JAjayi-#29, 3.2-Fournette-#10, 4.9-Jeffery-#15, 5.2-DAdams-



#10, 6.9-Lacy-#83, 7.2-Martavis-#60, 8.9-Wentz-#2. Best pick easily 

Wentz and continues the QB factory that is FLOUNDER. Word of advice 

here if you're in another league draft FLOUNDER's #2 QB.    

Smoke~N~Mirrors(6-6)-For fucks sake S~N~M was 2-5 and clawed 

their way to 6-6 and we already hear about him being 2-4 and making the 

playoffs and winning it what do you suppose will happen here talking about 

using FA and spending $30+ on players. His PF was greatly boosted by the 

206 last week. Unlucky for S~N~M they face the crazy good RED Division 

the last two games. Of the 6-6 teams they got it rough with rivalry and 

spoon game this week with xXx and finishing with High Rollers. 1.4-ABrown-

#1, 2.7-GRONK-#3, 3.4-McCaffrey-#11, 4.7-KAllen-#5, 5.4-DCook-IR, 

6.7-Edelman-IR, 7.4-Snead-TERD, 8.7-Big Ben-#8. Best Pick(S)-Always 

draft Antonio but I'll say Keenan Allen quietly the #5 WR. 

xXx(6-6)-xXx just knows how to throw the ball and coach up WR's. 

Deano, like FLOUNDER with QB's, always has 4 WR's he can start any given 

week making lineup decisions fun because he's picking between legit starters 

with solid floors and not ass clowns with only upside. Throw in a stud TE this 

year and all they're missing is a RB. xXx needs a RB coach but they're 

looking good this year but easily have the most difficult remaining two games. 

They get spoon rivalry game with S~N~M and then finish against the DOOM. 

But as they say if you want to be the best you have to beat the best and 

xXx has it in them. 1.6-Julio-#3, 2.5-McCoy-#7, 3.6-Baldwin-#13, 4.5-

Brees-#12, 5.6-DThomas-#21, 6.5-JGraham-#3, 7.6-DMartin-TERD, 8.5-

DJax-#35. Best pick Marvin Jones Jr @12.5 #11WR. 

Godfather(6-6)-As is the case most years G is so close yet so far 

away. Crazy to think 4 teams sit at 6-6 and G is the lowest ranked. They 

could potentially knock two playoff hopefuls out while helping their own cause 

with DR this week and ending with the Fighters. Tough road no doubt but not 

impossible. Godfather's defense is killing them as the games come down to 

track meets and who has the ball last. They win the last two and get some 

help they return to the playoffs with a chance to finally win this league. 

That #1 QB in Wilson surprised me. 1.7-O'dell-IR, 2.4-AJ Green-#9, 3.7-

Cooks-#8, 4.4-RWilson-#1, 5.7-GOlsen-IR, 6.4-THill-#16, 7.7-Diggs-

#25, 8.4-KHunt-#4. Even though he's fallen off a bit best pick 8.4 Kareem 

Hunt. 



Dr. Shrimp(5-7)-The good Dr was 4-3 at one point and then his shit 

ass luck and everything turning to shit in the WWFFL took over and they now 

sit at 5-7 with a slim shot at the playoffs and a shot at the Beer Bowl. We 

all know he doesn't want to lose that 2 years in a row but hopefully this year 

he'll actually be on the trip and not use some grotesque facebook picture 

posting foot injury as an excuse. Of course I tease because looking at that 

fucking thing everytime the Dr has a chance you thank God he didn’t lose his 

foot. Back to fantasy football and how Snake bitten this franchise truly is. 

They start out hot every year and then all hell breaks loose and they usually 

finish in the 5-8 spots where you play for nothing other than high score for 

the week. They need to start with a win which won't be easy starting unlucky 

week 13 with Godfather and if things go awry they could face HURT with as 

a Beer Bowl primer in 14. Given Dr's love for Seattle I'm going highlighter 

green. 1.1-DavidJohnson-OUCH, 2.10-JHoward-#15, 3.1-TYHilton-

WAIVED, 4.10-Cousins-#4-TRADED, 5.1-KBenjamin-TERD, 6.10-Ertz-#2, 

7.1-ESanders-#46, 8.10-Mariota-#23. Best picks because I can't pick one 

and both should have went before many TE's drafted before, 6.10-Ertz and 

9.1-Delanie-#5,  

Men in Tights(5-7)-Another fucking year finally draws to a close with 

MIT desperately attempting to avoid the Beer Bowl. MIT has the most brutal 

schedule to finish the year facing the first place teams in both divisions 

starting with the unbeatable DOOM and finishing with FLOUNDER. MIT has a 

glimmer of a chance at making the playoffs but a whole hell of lot has to go 

their way and that just doesn't happen like it did in the old days when the 

rules favored MIT because we all know MIT was the only team to ever win 

with a rookie keeper, never mind tBH won their title on the bog shoulders of 

GRONK and that they were the only team to trade future draft picks and 

that MIT was upended by the worst to first FLOUNDER last year in the 

'ship. Let's look at why MIT is so awful this year cause you can pick up 40 

FA's but just remember they're FA's for a reason. MIT also took #8 

despite the curse that goes with it because they were trying to relive the 

glory days. 1.8-DFreeman-TERD-#21, 2.3-DMurray-TERD#17, 3.8-

TheCriminal-SSPD-#8, 4.3-Pryor-TERD-#115, 5.8-JReed-TERD-WAIVED, 

6.3-GoldenT-#17, 7.8-Newton-#6, 8.3-Luck-TERD-WASTED PICK. Best 

pick was not a draft pick at all it was the FA acquisition of the Jaguars 



defense. You could argue the Criminal as he and the Jags carried this 

shitstorm of a team prior to the SSPD. 

High Rollers(4-8)-I am shocked to see HR at 4-8 because losing seasons 

are few and far between for them. They are a model of consistency but have 

been bit by a very difficult schedule, or timing of some of their games, 

nagging injuries and draft picks not living up to their draft slot. HR leads the 

WWFFL in unlucky losses with 3. With a little help and taking care of their 

own business they can avoid a trip to the Beer Bowl. The road is there to 

take as they start off with the luckiest team based on lucky team of the 

week stats in the Fighters and then travel to S~N~M. Two potentially 

winnable games and could have triple the excitement if they win out. Single 

they probably avoid the Beer Bowl, double-could knock Fighters out of the 

playoffs, and triple could knock S~N~M out the playoffs. 1.5-Evans-#18, 

2.6-MGordonIII-#5, ICrowell-TERD-#26, 4.6-Winston-WAIVED, 5.5-

Crabtree-#24, 6.6-Crowder-#39, 7.5-DerekCarr-#19, 8.6-Rudolph-#8. 

Best pick is a tough one because HR had a tough draft with guys not living up 

so I'm going with MGIII as the #5 RB but he's not very consistent.  

The BIG Hurt(3-9)-I don't know if they’ve solidified their spot in the 

Beer Bowl. So you're saying there's a chance…HURT finishes with the Dr; 

and if Dr loses in week 13, and tBH wins, tBH would own the head to head 

tiebreaker so who knows. Did you follow that? tBH finishes in the division 

which is always easier and has FLOUNDER in week 13. This is the first year 

in a long time tBH just couldn't get the offense going. They are usually near 

the top in scoring but not this year. HURT is focusing on losing the Beer 

Bowl. You should know losing the Beer Bowl means you don't bring the drinks. 

HURT fell into the Homer trap many of us fall into. **Please note in your 

memory banks that Amari Cooper is an LoD 5th round+ type pick. 1.10-

MThomas-#12, 2.1-ACooper-TERD-#34, 3.10-JLandry-#7, 4.1-MRyan-

#15, 5.10-TMontgomery-TERD-, 6.1-MBennett-TERD, 7.10-CHyde-#9, 

8.1-JMixon-#20. Best draft pick in my opinion was Joe Mixon and it's not 

the HURT's fault he plays for Cincy who cannot judge true talent.    

 

Finally, Tommy the Stat Man has 

returned to the INK 
 



The Stat Man --- Keeping the lineup stuff in here but 

adding some fun stats the Stat Man texted me and thought 

you all might enjoy this. What you are about to see will 

boggle your mind. Let me preface it by saying that the INK 

Staff supports this league in many ways and one of them is 

giving to the kitty. Let's start with future draft pick trade 

numbers which does not include those made at the draft. 

MIT-13, HR & S~N~M-8, Dr-xXx-6, Mr Vegas & tBH-4, 

sucking wind-3, LoD-2, Godfather-1, Jagov's-0. Fun little 

WWFFL history, Dr-tBH-xXx only teams to every pull off a 

three team deal. Yes, these teams traded players and draft 

picks and went on to vote future draft picks out of the 

league. Dr got the draft pick while xXx and tBH got 

players. Another fun little stat is the BIG Hurt won his only 

title in part to rookie keeper rule. tBH wisely picked up 

Gronk after DOOM released him and went on to win the 

title after keeping GRONK. No, on to a very fun stat. Below 

are the totals giving to the kitty. Keep in mind Kid set the 

record one year by spending $40 on waiver picks. This 

includes transactions through week 12 of this year. As you 

can see Kid has spent an annual WWFFL house payment and 

then some more than others in the league. 

Team  Total Average/yr Comments 

Smoke~N~Mirrors 359 28 INK Staff 

Men in Tights 324 25 INK Staff 

The BIG Hurt 251 19   

Dr. Shrimp 239 18   

Legion of Doom 208 16   



Godfather 198 15   

High Rollers 154 12   

xXx 139 11   

Mr Vegas 90 8 **11 years 

Sucking Wind 71 24 **3 years 

FLOUNDER 34 4 **8 years 

Freedom Fighters 33 17 **2 years 

Jagov's 7 4 **2 years 

 

WWFFL Rankings: 
 

WWFFL Top Players Season to Date: 
 

Lineup Bench Optimal Lineup Bench Optimal Lineup Bench Optimal Lineup Bench Optimal

week 1-5 97.8 89.4 129.4 94.6 82.8 120.2 114.6 67.2 136 114.8 86.4 143.4

weeks 6-10 106.2 58.2 120 95 61.6 123.2 106.6 44.4 119.8 108.6 38 115.8

total 1167 871 1475 1138 868 1461 1313 658 1507 1331 797 1549

average 97.3 72.6 122.9 94.8 72.3 121.8 109.4 54.8 125.6 110.9 66.4 129.1

Yr MER %

Lineup Bench Optimal Lineup Bench Optimal Lineup Bench Optimal

week 1-5 95.4 57.6 118.2 120.6 107.6 146.4 89 76.8 120

weeks 6-10 102.8 36.6 110.2 117 71.4 136.2 112.8 60 138.4

total 1201 615 1397 1396 1087 1689 1176 798 1512

average 100.1 51.3 116.4 116.3 90.6 140.8 98 66.5 126

Yr MER %

Lineup Bench Optimal Lineup Bench Optimal Lineup Bench Optimal

week 1-5 111.8 81.4 128.8 88 75.2 119 94.2 57.2 106.4

weeks 6-10 100.8 74.2 129 97.8 78.6 123.4 117.4 48.4 128.6

total 1387 971 1680 1101 976 1453 1311 672 1474

average 115.6 80.9 140 91.8 81.3 121.1 109.3 56 122.8

Yr MER % 82.60% 75.80% 88.90%

xXxthe BIG hurtSmoke~n~Mirrors

High Rollers Legion of Doom Men in Tights

86.00% 82.70% 77.80%

Dr Flounder Freedom Fighters Godfather

79.10% 77.90% 87.10% 85.90%



QB: 
1) Russell Wilson-330-Godfather 

2) Carson Wentz-310-FLOUNDER 

3) Tom Brady-291-Freedom Fighters 

4) Alex Smith-287-Smoke~N~Mirrors 

5) Kirk Cousins-267-the BIG Hurt 
 

RB: 
1) Todd Gurley-249-Legion of Doom 

2) LeVeon Bell-244-Legion of Doom 

3) Alvin Kamara-238-Smoke~N~Mirrors 

4) Mark Ingram-23-FLOUNDER 

5) Kareem Hunt-193-Godfather 
 

WR: 
1) Antonio Brown-269-Smoke~N~Mirrors 

2) DeAndre Hopkins-234-Legion of Doom 

3) Keenan Allen-205-Smoke~N~Mirrors 

4) Larry Fitzgerald-196-Freedom Fighters 

5) AJ Green/Adam Thielen-190-Godfather/Legion of Doom 
 

TE: 
1) Travis Kelce-189-Freedom Fighters 

2) Rob Gronkowski-177-Smoke~N~Mirrors 

3) Zach Ertz-159-Dr. Shrimp 

4) Jimmy Graham-149-xXx 

5) Delanie Walker/Evan Engram-139-Dr. Shrimp/Godfather 
 

K: 
1) Greg Zuerlein-167-the BIG Hurt 

2) Stephen Gostkowski-135-Legion of Doom 

3) Will Lutz-129-Godfather 

4) Justin Tucker-122-High Rollers 

5) Matt Prater/Ryan Succop-119-Freedom Fighters/Men in Tights 
 

D/RT: 
1) Jaguars-181-Men in Tights 



2) Ravens-165-xXx 

3) Rams-133-Freedom Fighters 

4) San Diego Chargers-123-Godfather 

5) Saints-121-the BIG Hurt 
 

WWFFL Power Rankings: 
 

Team Rankings-Total Yearly Points by Starters: 
1) Smoke~N~Mirrors-1,530---------Black Division 

2) Legion of Doom-1,508-----------Red Division 

3) Godfather-1,444---------------Red Division 

4) Freedom Fighters-1,441---------Red Division 

5) xXx-1,389--------------------Red Division 

6) High Rollers-1,287--------------Red Division 

7) Men in Tights-1,276------------Black Division 

8) Dr. Shrimp-1,255--------------Black Division 

9) Flounder-1,233-----------------Black Division 

10) The BIG Hurt-1,212--------Black Division 

 
WWFFL WEEK 12: 

 

Lucky/Unlucky: 

 
Lucky team for each week: 

1) Technically there wasn't as both teams tied with 5th and 6th won. 

2) Freedom Fighters beat MIT 94-71. FF posted the 7th highest score. 

3) FLOUNDER beat High Rollers 85-57. FLOUNDER posted the 8th highest score. 

4) High Rollers beat xXx 88-72. HR posted the 8th highest score. 

5) Freedom Fighters beat the BIG Hurt 86-86. FF posted the 9th highest score. 

6) Legion of Doom beat the BIG Hurt 94-82. LoD posted the 8th highest score. 

7) FLOUNDER beat Smoke~N~Mirrors 75-73. FLOU posted the 9th highest score. 

8) Smoke~N~Mirrors beat the BIG Hurt 98-80. S~N~M posted the 8th highest score. 

9) The BIG Hurt beat High Rollers 98-72. tBH posted the 7th highest score. 

10) Freedom Fighters beat FLOUNDER 98-93. FF posted the 7th highest score. 

11) Men in Tights beat the BIG Hurt 87-82. MIT posted the 8th highest score. 

12) NONE-all Top 5 scoring teams won. 

13) NONE-all Top 5 scoring teams won. 

 

 None-3 



 Freedom Fighters-3 

 FLOUNDER-2 

 High Rollers-1 

 Legion of Doom-1 

 Smoke~N~Mirrors-1 

 The BIG Hurt-1 

 Men in Tights-1 
 

Unlucky team for each week: 
1) S~N~M lost to Freedom Fighters 107-110. S~N~M posted the 2nd highest score. 

2) High Rollers lost to LoD 120-126. HR posted the 2nd highest score. 

3) xXx lost to S~N~M 120-124. xXx posted the 4th highest score. 

4) Godfather lost to Freedom Fighters 138-145. G posted the 3rd highest score. 

5) High Rollers lost to Legion of Doom 123-128. HR posted the 2nd highest score. 

6) Smoke~N~Mirrors lost to Men in Tights 114-115. S~N~M posted the 4th highest 

score. 

7) Dr. Shrimp lost to Men in Tights 125-138. Dr. posted the 5th highest score. 

8) Men in Tights lost to High Rollers 118-128. MIT posted the 5th highest score. 

9) xXx lost to FLOUNDER 112-117. xXx posted the 3rd highest score. 

10) High Rollers lost to Godfather 105-124. HR posted the 5th highest score. 

11) Godfather lost to S~N~M 117-18. Godfather posted the 3rd highest score. 

12) None-the lowest 5 scoring teams all lost. 

13) None-the lowest 5 scoring teams all lost. 

 

 Smoke~N~Mirrors-2 

 High Rollers-3 

 xXx-2 

 Godfather-2 

 Dr. Shrimp-1 

 Men in Tights-1 

 None-2 

 

Fantasy Player by position for the Week: 
Week 1: 

 QB-Alex Smith  FREE AGENT   38 

 RB-Kareem Hunt  Godfather   45 

 WR-Antonio Brown  Smoke~N~Mirrors 29 

 TE-Jesse James  Free Agent   22 

 K-Giorgio Tavecchio  FREE AGENT  19 

 D-Jags/Rams   FF/FA   28 

Week 2: 

 QB-Tom Brady  Freedom Fighters  35 

 RB-C.J. Anderson   Legion of Doom  29 

 WR-Michael Crabtree High Rollers  32 



 TE-Jason Witten  the BIG Hurt  25 

 K-Chris Boswell  FREE AGENT  16 

 D-Bucaneers/Lions  S~N~M/FA   17 

Week 3: 

 QB-Tom Brady  Freedom Fighters  46 

 RB- Gurley/LeVeon  Legion of Doom  37 

 WR-Stefon Diggs  Godfather   37 

 TE-Marcedes Lewis  FREE AGENT  28 

 K-Matt Prater   Dr. Shrimp   19 

 D-Redskins   FREE AGENT  16 

Week 4: 

 QB-Deshaun Watson Dr. Shrimp   42 

 RB- Gurley/LeVeon  Legion of Doom  34 

 WR-DeAndre Hopkins Legion of Doom  26 

 TE-Travis Kelce  Freedom Fighters  24 

 K-Greg Zuerlein  FA(TBH)   27 

 D-Texans   FREE AGENT  22 

Week 5: 

 QB-Deshaun Watson Dr. Shrimp   45 

 RB- Melvin Gordon  High Rollers  33 

 WR-AJ Green   Godfather   30 

 TE-Ed Dickson  FREE AGENT  22 

 K-Harrison Butker  FREE AGENT  21 

 D-Jaguars   Men in Tights  26 

Week 6: 

 QB-Kirk Cousins  Dr. Shrimp   32 

 RB- Melvin Gordon  High Rollers  35 

 WR-Antonio Brown  Smoke~N~Mirrors 29 

 TE-The Gronk   Smoke~N~Mirrors 26 

 K-Ryan Succop  Men in Tights  21 

 D-Saints    FA/S~N~M   33 

Week 7: 

 QB-Carson Wentz  FLOUNDER  39 

 RB- The Criminal  Men in Tights  40 

 WR-Amari Cooper  the BIG Hurt  44 

 TE-OJ Howard  Free Agent   27 

 K-Kai Forbath   Free Agent   24 

 D-Bears    Free Agent   29 

Week 8: 

 QB-Russell Wilson  Godfather   44 

 RB- LeSean McCoy  xXx    29 

 WR-DeAndre Hopkins Legion of Doom  36 



 TE-Jack Doyle   Smoke~N~Mirrors 30 

 K-Harrison Butker  Men in Tights  21 

 D-Ravens   xXx    31 

Week 9: 

 QB-Jared Goff   Freedom Fighters  36 

 RB-Alvin Kamara  Smoke~N~Mirrors 31 

 WR-TY Hilton   Legion of Doom  34 

 TE-Julius/Kelce/Cook FA/FF/FLOU  20 

 K-Greg Zuerlein  the BIG Hurt  17 

 D-Saints    the BIG Hurt  18 

Week 10: 

 QB-Cam Newton  Men in Tights   43 

 RB-Mark Ingram  FLOUNDER  31 

 WR-Robert Woods  High Rollers  37 

 TE-Jimmy Graham  xXx    20 

 K-Greg Zuerlein  the BIG Hurt  17 

 D-Falcons   Free Agent   16 

Week 11: 

 QB-Wilson/BigBen  Godf/S~N~M   36 

 RB-LeSean McCoy  xXx    25 

 WR-Antonio Brown  Smoke~N~Mirrors 42 

 TE-Jimmy Graham  xXx    20 

 K-Gostkowski   Legion of Doom  20 

 D-Jaguars   Men in Tights  27 

Week 12: 

 QB-Big Ben   Smoke~N~Mirrors 40 

 RB-Alvin Kamara  Smoke~N~Mirrors 36 

 WR-Julio Jones  xXx    50 

 TE-Zach Ertz   Dr. Shrimp   26 

 K-Greg Zuerlein  the BIG Hurt  18 

 D-Chargers   Free Agent   18 

Week 12: 

 QB-Russell Wilson  Godfather   40 

 RB-Alvin Kamara  Smoke~N~Mirrors 29 

 WR-Tyreek Hill  Godfather   36 

 TE-Travis Kelce  Freedom Fighters  25 

 K-Tucker/Zuerlein  HR/HURT   17 

 D-Dolphins   Free Agent   21    

 

Fantasy Team for the Week: 
1) Freedom Fighters  110 

2) Legion of Doom  126 



3) Godfather   153 

4) Legion of Doom  155 

5) Legion of Doom  128 

6) Dr. Shrimp    124 

7) Men in Tights  138 

8) Freedom Fighters  147 

9) Legion of Doom   138 

10) Godfather    124 

11) xXx    139 

12) Smoke~N~Mirrors 206 

13) Smoke~N~Mirrors 143 

 

I left how many points on the FUCKING bench? 
 

  One of the most important decisions we make after the draft is who to put in our 

starting lineup each week. It can obviously be the difference between winning and losing 

and we all know how important every win is while looking at the playoffs. Thinking about 

the stat man I thought this might be fun to look at. I like numbers and this is the perfect 

woulda, coulda, shoulda item to look at, and a great addition to an already great 

publication. This is a huge pain in the ass to look up. While we all hate losing I am pretty 

sure every single one of us wouldn’t mind losing if we knew we started the best possible 

lineup. I am in other leagues where the league hosting website already shows this, but I 

digress. The losses that are the toughest for me are the ones I make the bone head fucking 

decision to start one player over another and it bites me in the ass in the form of a loss. 

Keep in mind the bench scoring can be slightly skewed by bye weeks and teams with more 

than 2-QB’s. 

 

 

Weekly Highest Scoring Bench Player: 

1. Kareem Hunt  Godfather   45 Win 

2. Trevor Siemian  xXx    32 Win 

3. Stefon Diggs  Godfather   37 Win 

4. Cam Newton  Men in Tights  39 Loss 

5. Carson Wentz  FLOUNDER  36 Win 

6. Kirk Cousins  Dr. Shrimp   32 Win 

7. Jameis & Alex Smith HR & S~N~M  31 Loss and Loss 

8. Jack Doyle   S~N~M   30 Win 

9. Jared Goff   Freedom Fighters  32 Win 

10. Jared Goff   Freedom Fighters  32 Win 

11. Keenan Allen  Smoke~N~Mirrors 39 Win 

12. Philip Rivers  Legion of Doom  35 Win 

13. Alex Smith   Smoke~N~Mirrors 45 Win 

 

Picking starters each week is the hardest, see the proof in the losses below:  



Some of these are obvious you would never start the bench player but just thought this would be interesting. There could be 

more than one team each week but I am going to pick the most obvious exclusion.  

1. Smoke~N~Mirrors – Had Keenan Allen's 14-points on the bench while starting the 

fragile Danny Woodhead and his 6 points and early exit while losing to the DR. 107-

110. 

2. FLOUNDER - In a game of picking the incorrect TE had FLOUNDER played 

Hunter Henry and his 15 instead of Jared Cook's 6 he wins. But if the BIG Hurt 

plays the ancient I have no idea how he keeps getting it done Witten it doesn't 

matter. 

3. The BIG Hurt - I really wanted to give it to xXx seeing they lost by 4 but couldn’t 

because they wouldn’t have won with any other legal lineup variation. It's very 

difficult picking starting WR's and seriously how does Amari Cooper only score 1 

fucking point but if tBH starts either Hogan and his 22 they beat MIT.  

4. Men in Tights - I could have went with S~N~M starting Kamara and he beats the Dr 

but I picked myself because I benched Cam after he couldn’t do anything against 

the Saints awful defense but he went off for 39 so now I'll follow the points and he'll 

fuck me.  

5. Godfather - As FLOUNDER pointed out we had multiple close games and it as it 

should be. Sphincter tightening worry going right through to Monday night. Had 

Godfather started Zach Miller and his 12 points instead of Evan Engram's goose 

egg he would have beat MIT handily. 

6. Smoke~N~Mirrors - Minus the obvious of putting a kicker in his lineup had he 

avoided the homer pick of Aaron Jones, with Montgomery playing mind you, and 

started the RB hook of McCaffrey they would have won easily even without a 

kicker. 

7. Smoke~N~Mirrors - Homer Simpson fails again by starting Brett Hundley, Jeezus 

take off those green and gold glasses and stop smoking that green and gold cock. 

Start either of his actual starting QB's and then win easily as they lost 73-75 to 

FLOUNDER. 

8. Men in Tights - Devin "Fun" Funchess is not so fun and had MIT started Tate or 

Sanu they would have won but ended up losing 118-128 while Fun put up 3 points. 

9. Men in Tights - While I could have went with xXx they should never start Henry 

over McCoy so I just cannot pick him but if they could play 4-WR's they'd be set. 

MIT started pick a fucknutunderperformingjockstrap Murray or Freeman and left 

Golden on the bench but if they are smart and start MR Tate they beat Godfather.  

10. FLOUNDER - Martavis "dumbass" Bryant was put in the starting lineup instead of 

Davante Adams and I do get benching Adams, but really, for Martavis when JuJu 

has taken over his role. Martavis scored 9 while Adams had 20 which would have 

given FLOUNDER the win over FF as they lost 93-98. 

11. High Rollers - I haven't picked HR for this and it's tough to question the lineup 

submitted because it's solid but had they played the Steeler dee (13) at home instead 

of the enticing Chiefs (4) at the Giants they would have won as they lost 98-100. 

12. FLOUNDER - this was the closest game and if FLOUNDER would have started 

Hunter Henry (18) and Benched Jared Cook (1) the wouldn’t have lost 90-97. 



13. FLOUNDER - Gotta go back to back because no other team was close and once 

again had FLOUNDER started Hunter Henry instead of Jared Cook they would 

have tied HURT so who knows with tiebreakers.  

 

 

The website has this cool thing called MER, or Manager Efficiency rating, which basically 

means did you start your optimal lineup. I'm assuming we won't see a 100% MER but for 

shits and giggles I'll list each week's MER just for some fun. 

1) Dr. 83.8%, MIT-65.7%, LOD-65.5%, FLOUNDER-47.9%, S~N~M-92.2%, FF-

98.2%, G-62%, HR-79.5%, tBH-63.4%, xXx-84.3%. 

2) G-83.2%, xXx-88.8%, Dr.-64.3%, S~N~M-91.1%, FF-75.2%, MIT-74.7%, LoD-

90.6%, HR-83.3%, tBH-78.7%, FLOUNDER-82.4%  

3) tBH-60.9%, MIT-75.8%, DS-61.7%, FF-82.6%, LOD-71.5%, G-83.6%, FLOUN-

69.7%, HR-71.2%, S~N~M-87.9%, xXx-96% 

4) FLOUN-92.6%, MIT-74.6%, Dr.-93.2%, S~N~M-80.1%, LoD-95.7%, tBH-

76.3%, HR-75.2%, xXx-78.3%, Godf-95.8%, FF-88.4% 

5) Godf-77.1%, MIT-78.5%, Dr.-80.8%, xXx-93%, LoD-86.5%, HR-89.1%, FLOU-

92.9, S~N~M-83.5%, tBH-84.3%, FF-77% 

6) S~N~M-76.5%, MIT 83.3%, Godf-84.8%, xXx-92.2%, LoD-71.8%, tBH-75.9%, 

FLOU-67.3%, Dr.-96.1%, HR-93.3%, FF-83.9% 

7) S~N~M-63.5%, FLOUN-66.4, LoD-100%, FF-86.7%, Dr.-90.6%, MIT-97.2%, 

HR-89.1%, xXx-90.9%, tBH-76.5%, Godf-96.3% 

8) HR-93.4%, MIT-83.7%, FF-97.4%, xXx-93.6%, FLOU-93.8%, Dr-81.5%, LoD-

85%, Godf-94.4%, tBH-90.9%, S~N~M-70% 

9) FLOUD-77%, xXx-84.2%, Godf-91.2%, MIT-85.3%, Dr-98.8%, FF-81.1%, 

LoD-96.5%, S~N~M-95.7%, tBH-78.4%, HR-94.7% 

10) FF-94.2%, FLOUN-86.9%, LoD-76.9%, xXx-96.9%, S~N~M-86.5%, MIT-

61.7%, tBH-78.3%, DS-78.1%, Godf-100%, HR-96.3% 

11) FLOUN-83.3%, HR-80.3%, FF-98.3%, xXx-92.1%, LoD-78%, DS-53.3%, 

tBH-79.6%, MIT-91.6%, Godf-86.7%, S~N~M-67.4% 

12) FLOUN-72.6%, Godf-82.2%, LoD-72.9%, FF-82.7%, HR-84.2%, Dr.-74%, 

MIT-64%, xXx77%, tBH-65.2%, S~N~M-95.4% 

13) HURT-97.3%, FLOUN-75.4%, Godf-67.7%, Dr.-67.7%, S~N~M-83.1%, xXx-

78.8%, HR-78.2%, FF-88.2%, LoD-91.1%, MIT-89.3% 

 

Week 12 Recap 
 



It's week 12 recap time and thanks to Tommy for breaking down the 

tiebreakers on the message board. These games weren't close so there isn't 

much explanation needed. 

Smoke~N~Mirrors(-5) @ xXx – GAME OF THE WEEK - I took xXx to cover 

and they didn’t come close and sure could have used 50 from Julio in this 

game but they still would have lost so if you're going to lose why not do it in 

style by getting the low score for the week and giving up the high score for 

the week. Besides Deano picks which spoon he is and now Kid has to decide if 

they spoon sans clothes. The kicker is the guy picking the spoon goes first 

but for those of you concerned don't you worry your pretty little heads they 

trade off each night. Just a word of warning if you decide to go in the 

bedroom to wake them up the morning wood is just a tad bigger than you 

would expect and how the mold into each other will truly make you jealous and 

very envious. S~N~M 143-xXx 78    26-21 
 

High Rollers @ Freedom Fighters(-10) – I took the Fighters to win and cover 

and they did and in the process clinched there first ever WWFFL playoff 

appearance in their 2nd year. Don't look now but there's a good chance we 

have the two newest franchise owners win a title in back to back years.   

HR-86-FF-127     27-21 

 

Legion of Doom(-18) @ Men in Tights - Took LoD to win and obviously cover 

and it happened and for a brief moment while listening to the Monday night 

game on the radio MIT thought they had a chance and then LeVeon got the 

point train rolling with a 30 yard reception. Game over. Who fucking cares. 

DOOM-112 MIT-100       27-22 

 

Godfather(-12) @ Dr. Shrimp - Took Godfather to win but Dr to cover and 

that wasn't close. Godfather keeps their playoff hopes alive with a 113-88 

win over the Dr. Good news for Dr as Dr keeps Dr's Beer Bowl hopes alive 

with a loss as they look to repeat that honor.    27-23 

 

The BIG Hurt @ FLOUNDER(-3) - Took FLOUNDER to win a cover a sloppy 

game but they forgot they had a chance to get in the playoffs with a win. 

HURT could sneak out of the Beer Bowl with a win in week 14 thanks to this 

huge road victory. 27-24 



 
 

Week 14 Wag’s 
 

They're all games of the week as every game has playoff implications, actual 

playoffs or the BEER BOWL. So they are all meaningful and simply listed 

here for your enjoyment. Best of luck picking your best lineup when all is said 

and done because while the mistakes you made earlier in the year are the 

reason you are where you are right now mark my words your lineup mistakes 

the next 3 games will haunt you the entire offseason. And if you are like the 

Super Bowl and WWFFL Bowl losers, Falcons and MIT you may not recover 

from that disappointment the following year. Good luck, you're gonna need 

it!!! 
 

Legion of Doom (-6.5) @ xXx – DOOM can accomplish what no other team 

has and that's win 13 games in the regular season. You damn right they want 

that record. xXx needs a win and some help to make the playoffs but as we 

always say just get in and you never know what will happen. DOOM is the 

only team to win the title from the 1 seed so the other playoff teams will 

keep that in mind but getting hot at the right time is critical. Should xXx get 

in they will go back to back against the DOOM which no one has ever beat 

DOOM back to back but there's a first time for everything. You sleep naked 

spooning another guy there's no reason to think as things get sweaty there 

isn't some penetration so never say never. xXx got a pretty good 35 from 

Brees and Julio on Thursday night. This game comes down to QB-TE and Dee 

which is not the draft strategy you follow but ironically enough these 3 

positions can separate you from your opponent weekly. I'm taking DOOM 

because of the THU results as they get lucky # 13 and a shot at ring 

number 7.     
 

High Rollers @ Smoke~N~Mirrors(-13) @ Two teams with very different 

reasons for wanting a win. Funny that first sentence still fits as S~N~M wins 

they wrap up the Black Division and could league the lead in points scored and 

prepare for a playoff matchup with Fighters. HR wins and they muck up the 

Beer Bowl matchup and if they lose they get to prepare for a two week 

battle for the outhouse trophy. S~N~M already in serious trouble as Kamara 

leaves THU contest concussed and I'll say this I don't expect Allen to have 



at least 10 catches and 100+yards with a TD for a 4th straight week & 

GRONK is suspended. This all points to HR getting the W. SO you know what 

that means, S~N~M finds his Dee playbook just when they need it and win 

84-79. I'm taking HR to win this game and for sure cover leaving the Beer 

Bowl contestants tiebreakers more confusing and leaving S~N~M rooting for 

another 3-time champ to win so they back into the playoffs. 

 

The Big BURT @ Dr. Shrimp(-1) – It’s the battle to avoid the Beer Bowl and 

there is really only one winner. Loser is in (I'm assuming as I really need to 

reread Tommy's post and I'm not doing that now as I have deadlines. HURT 

got 27 from their stud and are off to a great start and the Saints dee even 

chipped in with 7. Right now Dr going with the two TE set. Kirky boy would 

love to payback the Dr for sending him packing same with Hogan paying back 

HURT. This one comes down to RB's and K's as Dr can only to come close to 

the kicker points HURT is putting up. The assumption is this game is played in 

the 90's as both teams are methodical in matriculating it down the field so 

the advantage goes to HURT as they're a 3rd of the way with two players 

FINAL. Just to make the Beer Bowl more confusing I'm taking the HURT to 

win and cover as this game could end in a tie.  

 

Godfather(PK) @ Freedom Fighters – the Fighters really have nothing to play 

for except what could be the fun of reminding Godfather they potentially 

knocked Godfather out the playoffs. It's simple for Godfather, win and 

they're back in the playoffs with a chance to win what they covet most. 

However, as is normal in fantasy sports and the WWFFL, simple is NEVER 

simple. Studs shat the bed, while benched fringe guys go off and I'll say it 

again those damn fucking kickers and dee can be the difference between 

winning and losing now. Godfather got 5 from his kicker which isn't great so 

they feel behind it already. I'll add here it also comes down to matchups and 

if your stud has a shitty matchup you still have to play them. #1 and #3 QB 

scorers square off and the #3 QB has the better matchup. Godfather needs 

their TE to match Kelce and Fighter's kicker to have at most 5. I'm taking 

the Fighters to break Godfather's heart, but if everything else shakes out 

the right way Godfather could still sneak in the playoffs and have a 1st 

round matchup with DOOM. 

 



FLOUNDER @ Men in Tights(-3) – FLOUNDER wins coupled with an S~N~M 

loss and they look to repeat and remain the CHAMP. MIT has something to 

say about that however. Do not think MIT doesn’t remember FLOUNDER 

beating them for the SHIP and trust me MIT hasn't gotten over that loss 

and wants nothing more than to send FLOUNDER to the fat, drunk, and 

stupid reunion a little sooner than FLOUNDER would like not to mention avoud 

the fucking beer bowl in the process. This one comes down to QB play and 

can Cam keep up with Wentz which is highly unlikely as this gum chewing 

fuckwad won't do shit at home and somehow Carolina will win again. I'm 

taking MYSELF, I'm taking MIT to win and cover and knock the CHAMP out 

of the playoffs and into the who gives a fuck four that do nothing for two 

weeks which really just sucks. Figures FLOUNDER starts Henry now.       
 

GREEN BAY PACKERS 
 

If I asked you when the season started if you would be worried about 

the game in Cleveland you would've thought I completely lost my mind. But I 

don't know about you I'm concerned about this game even though Cleveland is 

winless because I don’t think the Packers will have the best QB on the field 

in that game.      

 

Milwaukee Bucks 
 

Rumors of getting DeAndre Jordan or Jahlil Okafor, I'll take Jahlil 

because I still think he's got talent and I'm not giving up Brogdon or 

Middleton and Henson for Jordan.     

 

Milwaukee Brewers 
 

Go Bucks Go.       

 

WWFFL INK© Letters 
 

Turns out the INK website got some email and the ink editor hasn't 

checked it for months. Thanks for the kind words and we simply do what we 



can on a weekly basis. Some weeks are clearly better than others and that's 

just how life is. It's best to really try and enjoy it when you can.    

 

Blurred Fantasy Football Vision 
 

Blah blah blah.     

 
 

Zam’s Ramblings 
 

Ran out of time. 

 

Joke Time 

 Here's a life hack you may not have heard. Do you want to eat a free 

meal? I got a great way that doesn't involve dropping some salt in your wine 

glass and calling the waiter over. Here's what you do. When you get the bill 

you simply write the amount of the bill as a negative in the tip line and total 

it which is $0. Then simply leave.  

WWFFL INK© 2018 trip information: 
 
No the WWFFL INK© is not sponsoring the draft trip. However we have 

uncovered some interesting facts. The WWFFL INK© editor has asked for 

opinions and received three we're fairly certain. The information can be found  
https://www.spring-brook.com/rental_properites/bearclaw-cabin/ and it has 4 
bedrooms and 3 bathrooms and sleeps 14. I think we are all in agreement that 
Shakes sleeps on the lowest level--the coldest level. I cannot wait to see what 
that room in the very last picture is all about. 
 

https://www.spring-brook.com/rental_properites/bearclaw-cabin/


  
 

  

  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For the WWFFL INK©, this is Zam. Thanks for appreciating the hard work and long hours that goes into each and 

every INK. It really is time consuming and glad the two guys I work with always leave very early Friday allowing me to finally be alone and 
work on this sucker. But it's fun and I truly enjoy writing. Go ahead, make fun, I don't care, I'll keep writing. Shit, this was a lot of work but 
next time you're out think of WWJD. I wouldn’t vote for fucking Trump that's for sure but to each his own. And I do laugh at Dr's criminal digs 
because it is well documented Trump has assaulted women and he's the fucking president of the US of A. But hey, what do I know, I'm going 
to light a blunt right now. Peace!! Do you read this? It is truly funny how Zeke is a criminal but our current President is not. Did Trump 
actually hit someone, I don't know, but he has touched and groped inappropriately and many were unwelcomed. We'll get off our high horse 
because as they say, people in glass houses right. 


